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60 Hikes Within 60 Miles: Cincinnati covers the best and oftentimes little-known hiking destinations

within 60 miles of the greater Cincinnati area. The hikes were selected based on family friendliness,

scenery, and history. Many of the hikes fall between 3 to 5 miles in length, providing parents with a

relaxing and revitalizing hike that even little ones can enjoy. Author Tammy York hiked most of the

trails with her two young daughters. 60 Hikes Within 60 Miles: Cincinnati was created with other

parents and newbie hikers in mind, yet it provides plenty of challenging hikes for skilled outdoor

adventurers. Trails in this guide cover Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky, and range from easy to difficult.
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"This book is a great resource for a family that likes to explore the outdoors. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s an easy to

read guide, and the author has the book laid out in such a way that makes it easy to find whatever

hike will suit your family the best." &#8212FamilyFriendlyCincinnati.com&#147;Tammy York teamed

up with the series 60 Hike in 60 Miles to produce one of the area's most long awaited reads&#133;

a great buy for any local hiker.Ã¢â‚¬Â• &#150; Rachel, Cincinnati Hiker blog --This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Think you have seen everything that Cincinnati has to offer? 60 Hikes within 60 Miles: Cincinnati

may show you otherwise. With new hikes and updated maps, author Tammy York highlights hiking

destinations within 60 miles of the greater Cincinnati area - from the most popular to the the least



well-known.With this updated guide, hikers will discover many of the local hidden hiking treasures

that are in or around Cincinnati. Trails in the guide span Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky, offering

incredible views, ample wildlife and wildflowers, and a chance to enjoy the simple pleasure of

nature.While 60 Hikes within 60 Miles: Cincinnati was created with other parents and newbie hikers

in mind, York also features many challenging hikes for skilled hikers. The guide offers key

information like:Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Hike time and distanceÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ Difficulty level and hike

configurationÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ Average trail trafficÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ Completely updated maps, GPS coordinates,

and park detailsÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ Categories and an at-a-glance rating system for interests such as

kid-friendliness, scenery, waterfalls, wildlife, public transit, and more

We got this book a month or so back. So far, we've done 6 of the hikes. Book's information has thus

far been accurate, description of the trails is good and directions to the sites are spot on. The goal

for my wife and I is to get all 60 hikes in

I got this to give as a Christmas gift for my brother and nephew who live near Cincinnati. They tell

me it has been a great book, and their first hike was to a place less than 20 minutes from their

house. They had no idea it was there until seeing it in the book.

I love this book! My dad hunts mushrooms and ginseng so we like to hike a lot. This book has

shown us some spots we never knew about! We also like to make notes in it about what trees,

plants and wild life we see in the area. We plan on hiking all 60 places.

Very cool book. It gives you ideas on where to go and tells you what you'll find once you're there.

I lead an excercise group here in cinci,and getting lost w/ the group made me look ditsy.also mud,

and parking, and bathrooms, oh my-now this book is my alibi.i'll look up the park and make sure it's

kosherfor the group, and tell them, to not deterthem from coming out to enjoy the day.this book'll

prepare you in every way.so great review-why'd she ding a star?because the maps could do better

showing where you are.make them waterproof or travel size, easier to carry.but otherwise a good

book, buyer don't be wary.

I am glad to have this book. We have already taken two of the hikes in the book. I had no idea there

were hiking trails through the woods at Ault Park.



Excellent resource. I've lived here all my life and missed some of these wonderful places.

Great little guide. Have done 3 hikes in hear I didn't know existed and I've lived in greater

Concinnati my whole life.
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